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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW IN THE CARAVAN AND CAMPING WORLD

BUSH LAPA 1000
Bush Lapa Offroad Caravans
is a fast-growing company
– in seven years they have
produced over a 1000 units.
The Bush Lapa caravan
range now consists of seven
varieties: Rooimier, Vlooi,
Kewer, Boskriek, Miskruier,
Baobab and Ratel; as well
as a camper for single- and
double-cab bakkies, called
the Bosluis.
The latest milestone unit is
a Baobab, and to celebrate the
massive achievement, Bush
Lapa has again kitted out the
caravan in a unique look (as
they do with every 100th unit).
While previous limited
editions have had only the
outside of the caravans
specially designed, number
1000’s interior has also been
given a special look.
The stunning exterior greyand-yellow print was created
by graphic designer Hannah
Williams, on request from
the caravan’s lucky owners.
Bush Lapa originally wanted
to keep the 1000th unit for
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themselves, but when they
saw the excitement of the
buyers, and the extra effort
they put in to get a really great
design, they decided to part
with the special caravan.
To add an extra touch
of magic to this caravan,
Bush Lapa had the interior
finishings made to match
the outside grey – from the
carpets to the canvas. And
even the unique Bush Wing
awning has been specially
made in grey, not the standard
Bush Lapa khaki.
Rounding off the smart
looks of this Baobab is flashy
silver A-Line mags.
The owners have added
a host of extras to their
caravan, including solar
panels, a Kexin geyser,
National Luna fridge/
freezer, a uniquely-designed
removable bike rack, and
more.
Congratulations Bush Lapa,
here’s to the next thousand!
For more information, visit
www.bushlapa.com
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As South Africa’s only
specialised caravan,
camping and motorhome
publication, we strive
to be at the forefront
of the industry, as well
as to keep our readers
informed. If you, your
resort, company or
organisation have topical
industry news to share
with Caravan & Outdoor
Life and our readers, then
let us know! Send to
editor@caravansa.co.za
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